1. Introduction

Esthetics has been an indispensable element in human life for centuries. The elimination of esthetic problems substantially aids in confident self-expression. In addition to the different departments dealing with esthetics in medicine, orthodontists also make arrangements to eliminate various esthetic and functional concerns. These arrangements include the correction of skeletal and dental anomalies. Dental arrangements mostly involve the use of fixed orthodontic attachments. Previously, orthodontic treatments with fixed attachments had been performed by soldering brackets onto bands. In 1907, gold clamp bands were used by Angle as part of his edgewise philosophy. (Angle, 1907) In later years, pitch-fit bands were used in full-mouth banding techniques, followed by the use of prefabricated stainless steel bands for orthodontic treatment. However, full-mouth banding techniques had some disadvantages, including increased chair-time, diastemata resulting from the removal of bands at the end of the treatment, unaesthetic appearances and soft tissue irritation.

In 1955, Buonocore applied 85% phosphoric acid to enamel and became a pioneer in science by providing a method for bonding acrylic structures by etching on enamel. (Buonocore, 1955) However, Newman (Newman, 1965) and Retief (Retief, 1970) started to use phosphoric acid with modification in percentage and application time in the 1960s. The preliminary results of the studies began to be shared in the 1970s (Silverman & Cohen, 1972), and the most extensive follow-up results were reported in 1977. (Zacrisson BU, 1977) In contemporary practice, 37% orthophosphoric acid gel or solution is applied to enamel for 30 seconds, and the minerals on the enamel surface are dissolved. The appearance of retention sites on enamel are as follows: the enamel prism walls remain stable while the cores are removed, the prism walls are removed while the cores remain stable or both structures are removed. (Type 1 and 2 etching pattern) (Silverstone & Saxton, 1975; Galil & Wright, 1979) These demineralized areas, which are present after water rinsing and air drying, do not have uniform depths, and fixed attachments are bonded to the enamel surface by bonding adhesive materials to the gaps on the walls or in the center of the hexagonal enamel prisms.

Advances in etching and bonding materials took place over time with new developments in technology and clinician demands. In this chapter, information about the preliminary preparation for direct bonding and the development of etching, bonding and adhesive materials and their application guidelines will be given.
2. Surface and bonding preparation

2.1 Cleaning procedure
Organic pellicle layers on the enamel surface cannot be totally removed by brushing. This organic pellicle layer has been reported to reduce the bond strength between the adhesive resin on the base of the bracket and the tooth. (Ireland & Sherriff, 2002; Lew & Chew, 1991; Swartz, 1994) To prevent this, polishing is recommended before performing the bonding procedure. (Lew & Chew, 1991; Swartz ML, 1994) For the polishing procedure, using polishing brushes or rubber cups disposable or sterilization available (Fig. 1) with low-speed (lower than 20000 rpm) micromotors and non-fluoride pastes for 10 seconds is recommended. (Reisner &, Levitt, 1997; Burgess & Sherriff, 2006) Enamel loss of 5-14 μm in depth was reported as a result of the type and application time of the rubber cups or polishing brushes. (Pus& Way, 1980)

Another effective method for removing the pellicle layer is effective tooth brushing by the patient. Effective tooth brushing may be taught by enabling patients to see plaque layers over tooth surfaces by means of plaque disclosing tablets. (Fig. 2) No negative effects of fluoride-containing toothpastes on bracket failures have been reported. Furthermore, fluoride-containing toothpastes have been reported to be beneficial in preventing cariogenic factors. (Øgaard & Bishara, 2004)

Fig. 1. Low speed handpieces for polishing that can be sterilized which are disposable.

Fig. 2. Intraoral application of plaque staining solution.

The next step after intraoral preliminary preparation is controlling moisture contamination before etching because the available acid, primer and adhesive depend on a hydrophobic system. To enhance bond strength and reduce bonding failure, it is necessary to control saliva flow and provide a dry working field. For this, lip expanders, cheek retractors, vacuum systems and cotton pellets may be used. To eliminate difficulties in the supply and maintenance of dry surfaces before bracketing the posterior teeth, prefabricated cotton pellets can be used at the output of the parotid duct. (Fig. 3) Additionally, an appropriate working field for clinicians can be obtained by using antisialagogue tablets (Carter, 1981;
Zachrisson & Büyükyılmaz, 2005), such as atropine sulfate or injectable solutions (Brandt & Servoss, 1981; White, 1975), in patients whose saliva flow control is difficult to achieve. However, in the literature, there is no consensus regarding the evaluation of success after clinical use of these premedical agents. (Ponduri & Turnbull, 2007)

3. Etching procedures

3.1 Phosphoric acid application

Phosphoric acid is used to eliminate oxidation of metal surfaces and enhance adhesion of dyes to metal surfaces in the metal and dye industry. (Rosouw, 2010) In light of this information, Buonocore used phosphoric acid to obtain as effective an adhesion on enamel surface as on metal surfaces. The concentration of the first phosphoric acid solution used by Buonocore was 85% (Buonocore, 1955), and it was applied for 30 seconds. Buonocore adhered acrylic materials onto the non-etched teeth surfaces and etched surfaces. Although acrylic materials adhered onto the etched surfaces were bonded with enough strength that they needed debonding procedures, failures were observed on non-etched surfaces. (Rosouw, 2010) This technique was an important advance in directly bonding orthodontic attachments to the tooth surface by means of micro-retention. However, honeycombed structures were not obtained in enamel prisms after etching with 85% phosphoric acid, and successful results in terms of retention were not achieved. Retief (Retief & Dreyer, 1970) investigated the use of 50% phosphoric acid and achieved successful bond strength results. Chow and Brown (Chow & Brown, 1973) reported easy removal of "monocalcium phosphate monohydrate," which can be soluble in use of concentrations higher than 27%, by washing. In concentrations phosphoric acid lower than 27%, there was production of "dicalcium phosphate dihydrate," which presented difficulties in removal by washing and thus negatively affected bond strength. Many researchers (Øgaard & Fjeld, 2010; Zachrisson & Büyükyılmaz, 2005, Üşümez & Erverdi, 2010) reported that a 35-38% concentration of phosphoric acid is effective in terms of optimum bond strength; however, 5-10% concentration changes did not have negative effects on bond strength. (Reynolds, 1979; Carstensen, 1995; Bhad & Hazarey, 1995) Today, 35-38% orthophosphoric acid is effectively used to change enamel surface characteristics and to provide micromechanic bond strength by means of an opaque appearance where micromechanic retention areas occur. (Buonocore & Matsui, 1968; Gwinnett & Buonocore, 1965; Gwinnett & Matsui, 1967)

An etching time of 15-30 seconds is accepted as the optimum working time by manufacturers and clinic. (Brännström & Malmgren, 1982; Brännström & Nordenvall, 1978, Newman, 1978; Nordenvall & Brännström, 1980; Wang & Lu, 1991; Barkmeier & Gwinnett, 1987; Sadowsky & Retief, 1990; Carstensen, 1995; Powers & Kim, 1997; Sheen & Wang, 1993; Abdullah & Rock, 1996) It has been previously reported that etching times of less than 10 seconds and more than 60 seconds do not produce enough shear bond strength. (Üşümez & Erverdi, 2010; Olsen & Bishara, 1996) Ten seconds of etching time does not produce enough tagged areas on the enamel, and etching times of 60 seconds or more than 60 seconds impair the integrity of honeycombed prismatic structures on the enamel, which negatively affects bond strength. (Wang & Lu, 1991) For the protection of dental structures, a topical fluoride application is generally preferred. It is reported that no additional etching time is required for fluoride applied teeth before treatment. (Ng’anga & Øgaard, 1992; Büyükyılmaz & Øgaard, 1995; Garcia-Godoy & Hubbard, 1991; Meng & Wang, 1997)

Phosphoric acid is produced in a liquid or gel form, (Fig. 4) and neither form demonstrated any negative effects on bond strength. (Brännström & Malmgren, 1982) However, only the
intended area is etched when using a gel. (Fig. 5) by means of this, opaque enamel surface is
gained only in the wanted region. (Fig 6) A more extended area beyond the bracket base is
etched by the liquid form due to displacement of the acid by gravitational force. Therefore,
redundant demineralized areas are produced in the enamel surface, which can cause plaque
and bacterial retention areas. Additionally, gingival structures should be carefully protected
during etching with liquid form because ulceration (Øgaard & Field, 2010) on gingival
structures and unwanted bleeding (Øgaard & Field, 2010) can occur during application.
However, when using bonding brackets or an eruption appliance on partially erupted or
impacted teeth, procedures such as protective liquid polishing must be applied before
contamination occurs to prevent negative effects on bond strength. (Sayınsu & İşık, 2007)

Fig. 3. Application of cotton to the cheek for restricting salive flow.

Fig. 4. Liquid and gel phosphoric acids.Likid ve jel fosforik asitler

The presence of prismatic and aprismatic enamel affects the efficacy of phosphoric acid.
While a more uniform surface appearance is achieved by etching in the presence of
prismatic enamel, bond strength is reduced in the presence of aprismatic enamel. Due to
moisture contamination during respiration and the presence of aprismatic enamel, more
bracket failures are observed in the lower second premolars of patients in permanent
dentition. (Mattick & Hobson, 2000) Uniform prism structures on the outer enamel layer of
deciduous teeth are not observed. Therefore, phosphoric acid application after sandblasting
with 50-µm aluminum oxide is needed for deciduous teeth. (Zachrisson & Büyükyılmaz,
2005)

Etching procedures with phosphoric acid differ in terms of microtopographic etching
patterns over enamel surfaces. (Mattick & Hobson, 2000; Hosein & Sherriff, 2004) The
intended etching pattern was only observed in 1/20 of enamel etched with phosphoric acid.
This was attributed to the presence of aprismatic enamel and partial contact between
phosphoric acid and the enamel surface. (Mattick & Hobson, 2000) Microtopographic
evaluation depending on the etching procedure revealed a non-uniform depth. It was
reported that a depth of 3-15 µm or more is necessary to provide optimum shear bond
strength and penetration. (Hosein & Sherriff, 2004) However, in literature, surface depths between 10 μm and 175 μm were presented. (Diedrich, 1981; Gwinnett, 1973; Silverstone, 1977) The difference in the depth (Hobson & McCabe, 2002; Daronch & DeGoes, 2003) are thought to be caused by aprismatic enamel and remineralization of Ca-P to enamel surface. (Chow & Brown, 1973)

Fig. 5. 37% Phosphoric acid gel application to the places that the brackets will be positioned.

Fig. 6. The micromechanical bonding places of the enamel after etching with phosphoric acid

Another alternative to phosphoric acid is maleic acid. Ten percent maleic acid is used by orthodontists. When the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) examination of enamel surfaces exposed to either phosphoric acid or maleic acid was evaluated, similar morphologic patterns were observed. (Baş-Kalkan & Orhan, 2007; Olsen & Bishara, 1997; Hermsen & Vrijhoef, 1993) However, in the topographic evaluation of surface depth, retention areas with less depth were observed. (Triolo & Swift, 1993) When compared with 37% orthophosphoric acid, some researchers found lower bond strength (Smith & Cartz, 1973; Årtun & Bergland, 1984; Maijer & Smith, 1986); however, other researchers found similar strengths. (Triolo & Swift, 1993) In any case, maleic acid has never been as popular as orthophosphoric acid worldwide. Gottlieb et al. (Gottlieb & Nelson, 1996) reported that 95.6% of orthodontists in the USA have never used maleic acid and only 0.5% have routinely used maleic acid.

3.2 Self-etching application

Advances in adhesive technology lead orthodontists to use new adhesives, composite resins and bonding techniques in their clinical practices. Self-etching primers (SEP), which combine acid and primer, carry out bonding procedures by simultaneously etching and infiltrating the enamel surface. They ease the bonding procedure by reducing chair time and eliminating side-effects of etching. (Chigira & Koike, 1989; Nishida & Yamauchi, 1993) Two-step SEPs and new single-step self-etching adhesive systems are new additives to a clinician’s adhesive toolbox. (Pashley & Tay, 2001; Bishara & Adam, 2008; Amra & Samsodien, 2007)
Advances in the next generation of bonding systems extends from etching enamel to dentine conditioning, treatment of smear layers and different application procedures of adhesive systems. (Schaneveldt & Foley, 2002) Fourth generation bonding systems consist of a 3-step application: etching, primers (which provide maximum adhesion by increasing monomer penetration to the etched enamel and hydrophilic dentine and increasing the wettability of tooth surfaces) and an adhesive resin agent. This system is also known as the total etch technique.

A new SEP (5th generation dentin bonding system) which combines the etching and priming steps to affect both enamel and dentin simultaneously has been developed to ease the dentin/enamel bonding systems. (Miyazaki & Hirohata, 1999) However, a reduction in bond strength by manufacturers as a way of easing clinical applications is a concern to clinicians. (Miyazaki & Hirohata, 1999) Studies regarding the development of SEPs have progressed with the presentation (Amra & Samsodien, 2007) of new single-step bonding systems. The current system is the 6th generation of bonding systems.

However, because it is difficult to form compounds with chemically evident concentrations (acid, primer and adhesive), 6th generation bonding systems are designed to be preserved separately in 2 compartments until mixing for clinical applications. This separation procedure prevents possible changes in initializers due to increases in sensitivity against acidity. (Van Meerbeek, 2003)

The main feature of single step acid/primer bonding systems is that no separate acid-etching of the enamel and rinsing with water and air drying are necessary. The liquid has a component that conditions the enamel surface. The active component of the SEPs is the methacrylated phosphoric acid ester that dissolves calcium from hydroxyapatite. The removed calcium forms a complex when the primer polymerizes. Etching and monomer penetration to the exposed enamel rods are simultaneous, and the depth of penetration is equal.

Three mechanisms stop the etching process. First, acid groups attached to monomers are neutralized by forming a complex with calcium from hydroxyapatite. Second, as the solvent evaporates from the primer during the air drying, the viscosity increases, and the transport of acid groups to the enamel interface slows down. Finally, as the primer monomers are polymerized with light curing, transport of acid groups to the interface is stopped. (Jost-Brinkmann & Schiffer, 1992; Cinader, 2001) The acid component of a self-etching primer is reported to cause as much demineralization on enamel surface as 30-50% phosphoric acid. However, dissolved calcium is not removed from the tooth surface, and it produces a complex with a phosphate group. The primer unites with this complex during polymerization to neutralize the acid. Most of the bonds in minimal etching obtained with SEPs occur by binding to the calcium in the enamel with chemical bond, which differs from the mechanical bond obtained with the conventional phosphoric acid application. (Swartz ML, 2004)

There are studies presenting the importance of enamel topography in terms of bond strength. The thickness of the resin-infiltrated layer after enamel treatment with SEP agents compared with a conventional method was evaluated by Hannig et al. (Hannig & Bock, 2002) who observed 1.5–3.2 μm wide netlike, resinous structures with SEPs. A similar pattern, but a greater depth (6.9 μm) of enamel surface hybridization, was found with phosphoric acid. (Hannig & Bock, 2002) The hybrid layer was measured at 4 μm for SEPs and 8 μm for phosphoric acid by Pashley and Tay (Pashley & Tay, 2001) Despite being less
distinct, a similar etch pattern was observed when using SEPs with nanoretentive interlocking between enamel crystallites and resin when compared with a phosphoric acid etch. (Hannig & Bock, 2002) These similar etch patterns, in addition to nanoretentive interlocking, could explain the potential of the SEP systems. (Hannig & Bock, 2002)

In dentistry, there are many self-etching systems, such as Clearfil SE Bond (Kuraray, Japan), Clearfil S3 Bond (Kuraray, Japan), One Step (Bisco, USA), Adper Prompt L-Pop (3M Espe, USA), Futurabond NR (Voco, Germany). However, Transbond Plus Self-Etching Primer (3M/Unitek,) is the most commonly used system in orthodontics. The single-use package consists of three compartments. (Fig. 7) The first one contains methacrylated phosphoric acid esters, photosensitizers and stabilizers. The second compartment contains water and soluble fluoride, and the third compartment contains an applicator microbrush. Squeezing and folding the first compartment over to the second compartment activates the system. (Fig. 8 a) The mixed component is passed to the third compartment to wet the applicator tip. (Fig. 8 b,c) To prevent gingival irritation, the application only occurs on the tooth surface. (Fig. 8 d) Transbond Plus Self-Etching Primer is applied by rubbing for at least 3 seconds. To ensure monomer penetration, the surface must be always wet with new solution. The presence of water in the chemical composition of Transbond Plus SEP may necessitate air drying during the procedure; however, the solvent evaporates and drying is no longer necessary. Today, etching patterns (Kawasaki & Hayakawa, 2003) and bond strengths similar to those from phosphoric acid etching are obtained by using the technologically advanced self-etching systems. (Erhardt & Cavalcante, 2004; Lührs & Guhr, 2008; Lalani & Foley, 2000)

Fig. 7. Self etching primer examples that are used in orthodontic bonding

Fig. 8. a-c a) Mixing first and second compartments, b) Mixing second and third compartments, c) The image of primer, d) Application of self etching primer on tooth surface.
3.3 Laser etching application

Use of light for diagnosis and treatment has continued since ancient history. The ancient Greeks and Romans used sunbath and solarium. (Katzir, 1993) The ancient Egyptians, Chinese and Indians treated rickets, psoriasis, skin cancer and even psychological disorders by taking advantage of the treatment effects of light. (Daniell & Hill, 1991) Gordon and Towness invented Microwave Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation (MASER) by microwave simulation during their military research in Bell labs in 1958 and, and they also published theoretical calculations related to LASER. (Miserendino & Levy, 1995) In 1960, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) made a laser device to strengthen radio waves for use as a sensitive detector in space research. The Ruby laser (694 nm) was first used in medicine by Theodore Maiman. (Maiman, 1966) The first dental laser applications were conducted by Dr. Leon Goldman in 1962.

Laser light has some differences when compared to visible light. These differences arise from the features of coherence, monochromacy and columniation in laser light. Coherence is a particular phase relationship of electromagnetic field and direction. Columniation is the observation of progress in a laser light source without disintegration in the same direction. During the observation of light, there is disintegration due to different wavelengths of visible light. Monochromacy is the generation of single color laser light in a specific frequency band.

Electrons moving in a particular orbit are the basis of laser light. Electrons release energy in the form of radiation called emissions when electrons from a particular spin move to a higher energy orbit. (Fig. 9 a) Electrons spontaneously return to low-energy orbit when they move out to a higher orbit and release a photon as energy. This ensures the atomic structure remains stable while spontaneous emissions also remain stable. An atom with the appropriate energy level forces an electron at the same level to enter a lower energy level while it enters the electromagnetic field of an excited atom. (Fig 9 b) The difference between the two levels manifests itself as another photon. (Fig. 9 c) If there are a collection of atoms in a stimulated environment, the excitation process will continue exponentially as a result of the energy release of each atom and the stimulation of others. (Fig. 10)

Fig. 9. a-c, a) Moving to a higher energy orbit of an atom after stimulation, b) Releasing of energy when returning to a lower energy orbit, c) Manifesting itself as another photon before returning to the old level.

Laser beam-producing devices are composed of an optical cavity, an energy source and cooling systems. The stimulation of the photon chain reaction takes place in an optical cavity. There are two parallel mirror systems in the optical cavity design. (Fig. 11) While a mirror in one direction provides 100% reflection, the mirror in the other surface has some permeability. Light reflection continues by photon emission from the surface of the mirror.
with 100% reflection, and more photon energy is stimulated with the emitted energy. Thus, the motion of photons toward each other with constant energy transfer from an energy source achieves continuity. Because of the coherence, monochromacy and columniation properties of the semi-permeable surface structures, the photons move out and form laser light. An amount of energy is converted into heat during this formation. To neutralize this thermal effect, intra-device cooling units are used.

Fig. 10. Forming process of LASER light.

Fig. 11. The study mechanism of laser device

When the laser light hits the tissue surface, a layer of heated gas called "plasma" is generated. This layer allows the passage of decreased energy by absorbing the excess beams. However, this layer causes ablation and extreme warming by transferring the heat to the tissue surface. To minimize thermal effects on live tissue, air-water cooling systems are used in the current erbium laser systems.

The wavelength (λ) of light is the most important parameter in the effect of light on the tissue. The wavelength of light is the electromagnetic form of light produced by laser energy. This
structure is determined as the distance between any two points. Light is divided into two parts, including visible and invisible wavelengths in the electromagnetic spectrum. The invisible wavelengths are divided into two parts: thermal and ionized. (Fig12)

Dental laser devices are comprised of visible and invisible thermal energy wavelengths (Manni, 2004; Coluzzi & Convissar, 2007). The wavelengths of dental lasers are quite small and, therefore, are indicated as nanometers (nm) or micrometers (µm). While wavelengths of light determine the relationship between the laser and the tissue as well as the type of reaction, the amount of energy and texture characteristics of the tissue determine the depth of effect and the amount of the reaction.

In hard tissues of the tooth, pulsed lasers are used due to their thermo-mechanical effects. Micro-explosions can occur depending on increased propulsion as a result of pulsations at the nanosecond level, which prevents the formation of plasma and the occurrence of microscopic mechanical ruptures. In millisecond-level explosions, while micromechanical effects decrease, thermal effects increase, and dehydration and cracks can occur as a result. If a pulsation period between 100-350 µs is used in conjunction with a cooling system, a sufficient mechanical effect can be obtained. (Akkurt, 2008) When light moves as a wavelength, it exhibits a motion around the zero axis known as the oscillation during each second. This structure is the frequency, which is measured in hertz (Hz).

Based on this basic information about lasers, the relationship between a laser device and tissue should be determined because a large number of laser devices with different wavelengths are available in dentistry. (Fig. 10) Certain laser devices should be preferred depending on the wavelength of laser beam, the energy density, and the optical properties of tissue because these determine the thermal and mechanical effects. Protective glasses in accordance with the wavelength should be worn. Laser light shows interactions in 4 different manners on tissue surfaces. The interactions are defined as reflection, absorption, scattering and transmission. (Miserendino & Levy, 1995)

During these movements, the physician, staff and patients need effective protection against reflected and scattered laser light. For example, while carbon dioxide (CO₂) and Erbium lasers affect the cornea and lens of the eye, retinal areas are affected by Neodymium: YAG (Nd: YAG) and Diode lasers. (Niemz, 2007) However, these effects are prevented by protective glasses, which are manufactured according to suitable wavelength.
Argon, Diode, Nd: YAG, CO₂ and Erbium lasers are commonly used in dentistry. While Argon, Diode and Nd: YAG laser systems are efficiently used in the soft tissues, Erbium: YAG (Er: YAG) with a wavelength of 2940 nm and Erbium, Yttrium-Scandium-Gallium-Garnet Chromium-doped (ErCr: YSGG) lasers with a wavelength of 2780 nm are used in dental hard tissues.

Laser use in etching has increased in recent years. However, there are conflicting results in terms of effects on the enamel surface before bonding. This situation depends on different power outputs and designs of the planned study. However, many researchers agree that there is heat increase in pulpal level as a result of laser energy applied to the enamel surface. (Wigdor & Walsh, 1995; Aoki & Sasaki, 2000; Berk & Başaran, 2008) This increase in temperature is especially noted in differences in depth when using Nd: YAG lasers. Reversible pulpal hyperemia occurs at temperatures between 43 and 49 °C. Temperatures above 49 °C cause pulpal necrosis. Reversible changes occur in the heat exchanges below 16 °C. (Miserendino & Levy, 1995; Miserendino & Neiburger, 1989; Powel & Morton, 1989) Reversible injuries occur in dentin near the pulp as a result of Erbium lasers, and these injuries are self-tolerated by secondary dentin formation in 2 weeks. (Akkurt, 2008) In addition, a better recovery capacity is detected in the regeneration of perforated pulpal tissue when using cavitation studies rather than rotary instruments. Optimal micromechanic retention is provided in procedures at the enamel level with active cooling by means of air and water rates.

Researchers reported honeycomb-like fields similar to type 1 etching pattern on the surface of enamel. However, to obtain this pattern, appropriate power, frequency and time setting planning should be performed. Otherwise, although the amount of water and organic matrix in the enamel tissue are less than those in dentin, vaporization will occur in the hydroxyapatite matrix, and irregular heterogeneous micro-etching patterns will be observed due to the irreversible damage from microexplosions. (Rechmann & Goldin, 1998)(Fig 13) To minimize these effects, lasers should be used with appropriate power output and air-water rates.

Fig. 13. The view of microcracks after laser application on the enamel surface.

Laser use is recommended at a non-contact mode or a distance of 1 mm by researchers. (Özer & Başaran, 2008) Bond strength is reported to be negatively affected by increasing distance between the tooth surface and laser output. (Başaran & Hamamcı, 2011) However, there is insufficient data about etching depth. Micro-cracks were sometimes observed in nearly ideal etched areas on the surface of enamel. (Akkurt, 2008) This constitutes a negative effect for the preservation of the integrity of the enamel after the treatment period.
3.4 Sandblasting (air-abrasive) application
The diameter of aluminum oxide powder used for pumicing dental surfaces is 50 µm. (Fig. 14) Reisner et al. (Reisner & Levitt, 1997) examined the effects of sandblasting techniques in comparison to conventional acid etching by using 50 µm aluminum oxide powder with 65-70 psi pressure for a period of 2-3 sec in their study. They observed decreased bond strength on the enamel surface. However, this situation is attributed to the exposure of enamel surface to less sandblasting time in comparison to the acid-etching procedure. Berk et al. (Berk & Başaran, 2008) observed a similar effect in their study on molar tubes in the posterior region. Sandblasting etching procedures alone are reported to be insufficient generators of bond strength in clinical studies. (Hogervorst & Feilzer, 2000; Olsen & Bishara, 1997; Reisner & Levitt, 1997) An inconsistent etching pattern was observed on enamel surfaces by SEM visualization. (Fig. 15) There are studies presenting additional retention areas when using the sandblasting method following orthophosphoric acid in terms of bond strength when compared with phosphoric acid (Black, 1950; Black, 1955; Goldstein & Parkins, 1994). Additionally, there are reports of reduced clinical bond strength when using resin modified glass ionomer cement instead of a splint mount design. (Özer & Arıcı, 2005)

![Fig. 14. Microetcher system](image1)

![Fig. 15. The enamel surface view after 50µm Al₂O₃ application](image2)

3.5 Porcelain, amalgam and composite surface etching applications
Today, orthodontic treatment is frequently preferred by adults to overcome esthetic considerations. However, different types of restorations, such as porcelain prosthesis or laminate veneers, are encountered in an adult’s mouth. A mechanical or chemical method different from etching procedures on the enamel surface must be followed in individuals thought to be treated with fixed orthodontic appliances to support these restorations. One point to be considered is the type of porcelain used in the restoration and the type of bracket.
A sufficient bond strength could not be obtained when using a mechanical etching procedure with diamond stone burs (Barbosa & Almedia, 1995; Cochran & O'Keefe, 1997), sandblasting (Andreasen & Stieg, 1998; Kocadereli & Canay, 2001; Cochran & O'Keefe, 1997; Zachrisson & Zachrisson, 1996), or sandpaper discs. (Barbosa & Almedia, 1995; Cochran & O'Keefe, 1997) To ensure an adequate bond strength, removal of the glaze layer on a porcelain surface and a suitable mechanical retention area are needed. Therefore, bonding to glazed ceramic with a coupling agent (silane) and a chemical preparation of the ceramic with acids, such as hydrofluoric acid (HFA) or acidulated phosphate fluoride, are used. (Major & Koehler, 1995; Hayakawa & Horie, 1992; Bourke & Rock, 1999) Silane coupling agents enhance bond strength by increasing the chemical bond between the resin composite and the ceramic material. (Tylka & Stewart, 1994; Nebbe & Stein, 1996; Aida & Hayakawa, 1995; Wood & Bubb, 1997; Gillis & Redlich, 1998) The silica of the ceramic is chemically joined with the acrylic group of the composite resin through silanization (Bowen & Rodriguez, 1962). Silane enhances the bonding of brackets to glazed ceramic surfaces, but the bond strengths achieved through this process may not be adequate for clinical use. Generally, a silane coupling agent is applied with chemical and mechanical roughening procedures. (Schmage & Nergiz, 2003; Özcan & Vallittu, 2004; Harari & Shapira-Davis, 2003; Huang & Kao, 2001) (Fig. 16)

Fig. 16. Hydrofluoric acid, silane and ethyl alcohol that are used for porcelain surface treatments.

HFA is applied at concentrations of 5-9.6%. However, gingival barriers should be used to eliminate the negative effects of HFA in gingival tissues before application. In addition to studies indicating that a 5% concentration is sufficient (Trakyalı & Malkondu, 2009), the use of 9.6% HFA for a period of 120 sec is recommended to ensure optimal bond strength. (Al Edris & al Jabr, 1990; Simonsen & Calamia, 1983; Zacrisson & Büyükyılmaz, 2005)

Etching procedure on amalgam restorations varies depending on the size of amalgam restoration. If amalgam restorations are present in a limited area, enamel around the restoration can be conditioned with 37% orthophosphoric acid following by sandblasting with 50 μm aluminum oxide powder for 3 seconds. If there are large amalgam restorations covering the area to be bonded, a metal primer is applied onto the amalgam restoration following sandblasting with 50 μm aluminum oxide powder for 3 seconds and a 30 second waiting period. (Zacrisson & Büyükyılmaz, 2005; Zacrisson & Büyükyılmaz, 1993; Zacrisson & Büyükyılmaz, 1995)

Previous composite restoration is removed with the help of a rotary instrument, and sealant application onto a dry composite surface is completed with single bonding procedure. Clinical failures in these restorations are not frequently observed. (Jost-Brinkmann & Can, 1996; Klocke & Shi, 2003)
4. Sealant and primer applications

Depending on the type of primer used for orthodontics, the tooth surface can be either completely dry or slightly damp. If the primer is moisture sensitive, the enamel surface should be completely dried. Following the appearance of an opaque enamel surface, primer is applied in a thin layer onto the etched tooth surface with the help of a microbrush. Then, a quick application of the bracket and dental adhesive material onto the teeth is performed. To prevent bracket failures occurring from the difficulty of application, especially in the posterior region, primers with hydrophilic features were produced. Although the bond strength in hydrophobic primer applications onto dry surfaces is higher than the bond strength in wet surfaces, these hydrophilic primers provide significant convenience for clinicians in cases with partially impacted teeth and bonding to the second molar teeth.

5. Adhesive applications

5.1 Composite resins

Dental composites are the materials produced by the homogeneous dissolution of inorganic fillers. Monomers, such as the organic matrix Bis-Glycidyl methacrylate (BisGMA); Urethane Dimethacrylate (UDMA), which provides good adhesion and is resistant to discoloration; and Triethylene glycol Dimethacrylate (TEGDMA), which is used to reduce viscosity, are used in commercially available dental composites. Good physical bonding between composite resins and metal brackets used in orthodontic treatments is especially provided by BisGMA. (Buzitta & Hallgren, 1982; Jost-Brinkman & Schiffer, 1992; Zachrisson & Brobakken, 1978)

Inorganic structures are composed of filler particles scattered into a matrix such as quartz, borosilicate glass, lithium aluminum silicate, strontium, barium, zinc, yttrium glass or barium aluminum silicate of various shapes and sizes. These materials give some properties to the composite resin materials. Strontium, barium, zinc and yttrium provide radiopacity for resins. Silica particles strengthen the mechanical properties. Pure silica is available in crystalline and non-crystalline forms. Because crystalline forms are hard, finishing and polishing of composite resins are difficult. For this reason, composite resins are produced using non-crystalline forms of silica. In addition, camphorquinone (CQ) is used as polymerization initiator for photopolymerization, and benzoyl peroxide is used for chemical polymerization. Close binding is necessary between the organic polymer matrix phase and the inorganic phase in composite resins. This binding is provided with an intermediate phase. This phase consists of silane, which is an organic silicon compound. In modern composite resins, surface silica particles are pre-coated with silane binding agents, and a thin layer is formed with single- molecule and dual-function molecules on the surface of the silica particles. One end of the molecules in this layer is bound with hydroxyl groups on the surface of silica particles, and the other end is bound with polymer in an organic matrix. Silane binding agents develop the physical and mechanical properties of resin, provide the hydrolytic balance by preventing the passage of water along the resin-particle interface and reduce the resolution and the water absorption of resin.

Hybrid and NanoFil composites are widely used in modern dentistry. In hybrid composite resins, inorganic filler particles of different sizes, including small particles (0.6 to 5 microns) and micro-fillers (0.04 m), are combined and added to the organic matrix (Duke, 2003; Davis, 2003). In this type of composite resins, a mixture of colloidal silica (0.04 m) and heavy metals containing glass particles (1 to 3.6 microns) are used as inorganic filler. (Oduncu, 2009) The
ratio of inorganic particles is 75-80%. The fact that hybrid composites do not negatively affect bond strength under brackets is a result of less polymerization shrinkage than microfilm composites and a decreased need for technical sensitivity (Powers & Kim, 1997). Composites used in orthodontics are divided into either no-mix (Fig 17) or light-cured (Fig 18) composites based on the polymerization form. Following the application of a thin layer of liquid primer and no-mix composites to the bracket base, brackets are placed onto etched and dry tooth surfaces. Because polymerization begins immediately, even minimal revision of bracket positioning causes micro-fractures in the composite material, and thus, bond strength will be negatively affected. Optimal polymerization of the system occurs after 60 min. There are some disadvantages to this system. They include the fact that polymerized liquid activators and polymerization occur. Additionally, there is an increased waiting period for polymerization, and there are toxic and allergic effects in direct proportion to the amount of non-polymerized residual monomers and liquid activators present in the system. (Fredericks, 1981; Thompson & Miller, 1982)

Light-curing adhesive systems began to be used clinically in the early 1970s and are widely preferred today by orthodontists because of their advantages in working time and comfort. Light-curing adhesives enable bracket placement on impacted canine teeth after surgical uncovering, bracket repositioning of single tooth bracket loss, ease of applicability in areas with risk of bleeding and the possibility to check bracket position on premolar teeth. (Zacrisson & Büyükyılmaz, 2005) While ultraviolet light was used for polymerization in the first years of use, polymerization now takes place with visible light sources. Today, orthodontists perform direct bonding procedures by using halogen, plasma arc and light-emitting diode (LED) sources.

Fig. 17. No-mix composite system

Fig. 18. Light curing composites
6. Light-curing devices and orthodontic adhesive applications

6.1 Quartz-tungsten halogen
Quartz-tungsten halogen light (QTH) is produced by an electric current passing through a tungsten filament, and this process takes place at very high heat levels. Halogen lights should be filtered to infiltrate unwanted waves and keep the 400-500 nm light (blue light). Thus, only a small amount of energy from this source is used for polymerization and a large amount of energy is converted into heat. In QTH light sources, 70% of the energy is converted into heat. Only 10% is visible light. In fact, 90% of visible light is lost due to the use of filters. Because of this result, blue light output is only 1% of the total energy input. More heat may shorten the life of light filters, bulbs and halogen light devices over time. The operating life of halogen bulbs is around 100 hours, on average. (Mills & Jandt, 1999; Jandt & Mills, 2000) In the polymerization process, a 20 second irradiation time for composite resin and 40 second irradiation time for light-cured resin modified glass ionomer cement (RM-GIC) with a halogen light source are proposed for every bracket. (Zacrisson & Büyükyılmaz, 2005; Sfondrini & Cacciafesta, 2001) Light intensity of 500 mW/cm$^2$ from a halogen light source was increased up to 900mW/cm$^2$ to reduce working time by "turbo tips". Approximately 50% of the polymerization time is saved with these fast halogen devices.

Plasma arc carbon (PAC) lamps have a tungsten anode and cathode in a quartz tube filled with xenon gas. The gas becomes ionized and forms a plasma that consists of negatively and positively charged particles and generates an intense white light when an electrical current is passed through the xenon. Plasma arc lights are contained in base units rather than in "guns" because of the high voltage used and heat generated. (Zacrisson & Büyükyılmaz, 2005; Büyükyılmaz & Üşümez, 2003)

6.2 Plasma arc light sources
Plasma arc light sources do not emit distinct frequencies but instead give continuous-frequency bands that are much narrower than those of conventional lights. Consequently, less radiation needs to be filtered to remove undesired frequencies. Plasma arc lights provide light intensity of 1500 mW/cm$^2$ and a wavelength range of 380-490 nm. Due to the intensity of the light source, manufacturers reported that a 1-3 seconds irradiation time would be sufficient for polymerization of composite restorations in restorative dentistry. In direct bonding, it is reported that a polymerization period of 3-5 sec for metal bracket and less time for ceramic brackets is sufficient. Similar results were obtained with 20 seconds polymerization using a halogen light source. (Hotz & McLean, 1977) However, prior to polymerization, the harmony between the adhesive material and light source should be evaluated. Hotz & McLean, 1977, Üşümez & Büyükyılmaz,2008) A common problem related to the use of plasma arcs is the high pulpal temperature increase generated during polymerization. When the temperature in the pulp reaches 42.5 ° C, irreversible hyperemic pulp tissue reactions begin. While the heat increase in a halogen light source is 1.8 ° C, the heat increase in the plasma arc light source can reach almost 3 times that level. (Özturk & Üşümez, 2004)

6.3 Light-emitting diode light source
Today, another widely used light source is a light-emitting diode (LED). Mills et al. (Mills & Jandt, 1999) proposed solid-state LED devices for dental adhesive polymerization to
eliminate some of the disadvantages of conventional halogen systems. There are two separate semi-conductors that transfer electrons from one another. When electricity is given by combination of these two separate semi-conductors, light with a specific wavelength (430-490 nm) is emitted from an LED lamp. The most important distinctive feature is the production of blue light. Approximately 95% of the produced light has the necessary qualification for polymerization. This situation gives the opportunity to work with less electricity and have up to 10,000 hours of bulb life. (Zacrisson & Büyükyılmaz, 2005) LEDs are resistant to shock and vibration during the production of blue light because of the absence of any filtration process. Very high rates of light-cured composite resins contain camphorquinone as photo-initiator in their composition. Camphorquinone is a material which is activated with visible blue light at a wavelength of 400-500 nm (peak level 468 nm). The main feature of the LED light sources is the production of visible blue light in this wavelength. Active spectra are reported to be 430-490 nm. However, LED light sources are effective on camphorquinone-containing dental materials. Therefore, the structures of materials used for polymerization should be well-known.

Light sources can be deleterious for orthodontists during long-term use because light sources can produce a wide range of light, ranging between ultraviolet and infrared ray beams. Light production in available wavelengths can cause irreversible changes in the retinal region depending on the wavelength of light used over time. As a result of this interaction in the retinal region, photochemical processes may cause a loss of vision, also known as a cataract, which is characterized by a loss of elasticity and quality of the lens in the long term. (Üşümez & Ersverdi, 2010) In addition, loss of the receptor that provides nutrition for the cells in the retinal region may lead to retinal degeneration due to nutritional disorders. Clinicians should use protective eye glasses that have filtration effects of wavelengths of light to minimize these negative effects.

### 7. Bonding procedure

Bonding procedures in orthodontics are divided into direct and indirect bonding procedures. Direct bonding procedures involve bonding brackets onto the teeth in the dental arch during the same session; in the indirect technique, first implemented by Silverman and Cohen in 1972 (Silverman & Cohen, 1972), brackets are bonded following certain laboratory procedures.

#### 7.1 Direct bonding procedure

There are some procedures to be followed for success of direct bonding technique. Bonding procedures begin following isolation and etching of the tooth surfaces (normal tooth surfaces or restored tooth surfaces). First, the mesiodistal and occlusogingival positions of teeth to be bonded should be determined separately for each tooth with the help of the guide. Thus, possible repositioning of brackets depending on the position differences will be eliminated. Second, the bracket is gripped with reverse action tweezers and the adhesive is applied to the bracket base. (Fig 19) It is important that the adhesive be evenly distributed on the bracket base without any gaps in the adhesive. (Fig20) The presence of a gap may act as a weak point and lead to premature failure. After the adhesive is added, the bracket is then placed on the tooth immediately.
A scaler or round probe is used to position brackets on tooth surfaces in occlusogingival and mesiodistal directions. Positioning errors should be eliminated by making use of intraoral mirrors and retractors due to the difficulty in imaging of posterior region. Proper positioning of the bracket on the enamel should be provided during bracketing, and excess adhesive resin overflowing around the bracket must be cleaned before polymerization by a probe or scaler. Polymerization is completed by an equal amount of irradiation from all surfaces, followed by the removal of excess adhesive resin. This excess adhesive resin can allow for bacterial colonization. Today, pre-colored adhesive material (Transbond XT, 3M Unitek)(Fig. 18) or bracket systems including colored adhesives placed on the bracket base (APC Plus, 3 M Unitek) are used for the comfort of clinicians. (Fig 21) Unwanted movements occur due to improper fitting, and rotation movement is generally observed as a result. Therefore, each bracket should be checked carefully, and brackets in non-appropriate positions should be removed and rebonded immediately. If this procedure is not performed immediately, position errors will occur in other sessions and treatment times will be longer.

6.2 Indirect bonding procedure
Silverman and Cohen (Silverman & Cohen1972; Silverman & Cohen, 1976) became pioneers of the indirect bonding technique. Today, this technique is preferred due to advantages that
include reduced chair time, higher comfort of patients during bonding procedures, elimination of equipment such as separators or bands, good vertical control of teeth, successful implementation of the bracket positions, good supply of proper oral hygiene, good adaptation of lingual brackets, and minimization of the need for staff. (Thomas, 1979; Klange, 2004; Klange, 2007) However, time lost during removal of excess adhesive on bracket bases due to lack of clinician experience, unwanted formation of lesions in interproximal areas (e.g., caries, decalcification, gingival irritation) and predisposition to poor oral hygiene are among the disadvantages. (Zacrisson & Büyükyılmaz, 2005)

Indirect bonding systems are used with carrier systems such as the full-arch, sectioned full arch, single tooth and double tray systems. The working procedure of this technique includes the transfer of brackets, which are exactly positioned in cast models with a temporary resin or sealant to a silicone carrier and removal of the resin located in silicone with the sandblast method. This is followed by a thorough cleaning of the base of the bracket with a solvent. Then, intra-oral adaptation via thermal, chemical or a light-curing adhesion occurs following the implementation of A and B resins to the tooth and bracket surfaces. Finally, the resins are removed following the 2 min suppression period.

7. Debonding applications

The debonding process is of great importance in orthodontics. Debonding procedures may lead to serious fractures due to the differences in bond strength between the enamel and the metal and ceramic bracket structures. Spending sufficient time for the debonding procedures and independent implementation of debonding procedures on each tooth (without the arch wire) are among the simple measures taken to minimize failure.

7.1 The removal of steel brackets

To prevent damage to the enamel during removal of stainless steel brackets, failure at the bracket-adhesive interface is preferred. Zachrisson and Büyükyılmaz (Zachrisson & Büyükyılmaz, 2005) recommended using peeling type forces, which allow for a recycling process without deformation of bracket during the removal. In this technique, the debonding procedure is easily performed by eliminating the peripheral stresses with low force (Öilo, 1993) In this manner, failure will occur between the bracket and adhesive and the remaining adhesive on the enamel surface. Additionally, this method will prevent the formation of cracks and fractures. (Zacrisson & Büyükyılmaz, 2005)

7.2 Ceramic bracket removal

Debonding procedures is easily and reliably performed in metal brackets with peripheral forces. However, substantial damage is observed to both enamel surfaces and brackets when debonding of ceramic brackets is performed by adding peripheral forces because ceramic brackets adhere strongly to enamel surfaces and do not show flexibility during implementation of the debonding pliers. (Redd & Shivapuja, 1991; Artun, 1997) Ceramic brackets behave differently during the debonding procedure depending on the differences in bracket structure and bonding mechanisms. For instance, fewer problems occur in ceramic brackets with mechanical retention than those with chemical retention. (Redd & Shivapuja, 1991, Viazis & Cavanaugh, 1990; Winchester, 1991) Squeezing brackets with twin-beaked pliers oriented mesiodistally is not recommended because it may cause
horizontal enamel cracks. However, possible fractures may be minimized by the development of bracket designs. For example, a vertical debonding slot was added to minimize fracture during debonding (Clarity bracket, 3M Unitek), and fracture risks were significantly eliminated in porcelain brackets designed with a ball-band reduction (Inspri Ice Bracket, Ormco Corp., Calif.) (Chen & Su, 2007; Bishara & Olsen, 1997) Grinding ceramic brackets with low speed and no water coolant may cause irreversible damage or dental pulp necrosis. Therefore, water cooling is necessary. Finally, thermal debonding (Stratmann & Schaarschmidt, 1996; Bishara & Fehr, 1997; Crooks & Hood, 1997; Rueggeberg & Lockwood, 1990) and the use of lasers (Ma & Marangoni, 1997; Rickabaugh & Marangoni, 1996; Tocchio & Williams, 1993) have the potential to be less traumatic, less risky for enamel damage and more easily applicable due to the its effect on water in composite. However, these techniques are still at an introductory stage.

7.3 Removal of residual adhesive
Bond strength of resin materials on enamel increased considerably due to technological advances. Therefore, complete removal of adhesive resin from enamel is sometimes not achieved during clinical use, and colored and plaque retention sites are observed over time. (Brobakken & Zachrisson, 1981; Hong & Lew, 1995)
In addition to low-speed applications with tungsten carbide burs, which are commonly used and diamond burs (Zachrisson & Årtun, 1979; Krell & Courey, 1993; Oliver & Griffiths, 1992) and laser devices (Thomas & Hook, 1996; Alexsander & Xie, 2002) can be utilized depending on the demands of clinicians and patients. About 30,000 rpm is reported to be the optimal speed for rapid adhesive removal without enamel damage. (Zachrisson & Årtun, 1979) The bur is moved in one direction as the resin layers are removed. (Cambell, 1995) Water cooling should not be used during the removal of last remnants because water lessens the contrast with enamel. Fine fluted tungsten carbide burs with speeds higher than 30,000 rpm may be useful for bulk removal but are not indicated closer to the enamel. (Zacrisson & Büyükyılmaz, 2005) Slower speeds (10,000 rpm and less) are ineffective, and the jiggling vibration of the bur may disturb the patient. (Hong & Lew, 1995) Following the removal of all adhesive, the enamel surface must be cleaned with soft discs and cups and polished with pumice (Campbell, 1995) (or a commercial prophylaxis paste).
Clinicians and staff are exposed to aerosol particles via inhalation during all of these applications. In addition to calcium, phosphor, silica, aluminum and iron particles (Price & Sandy, 2008), hepatitis B virus (HBV) has been observed to be transmitted depending on blood contamination. (Toroğlu & Bayramoğlu, 2003) In studies on the use of chlorhexidine gluconate during the debonding procedure, no positive impacts on infectious agents were detected. (Toroğlu & Bayramoğlu, 2003) In use of masks that do not have appropriate filtration mechanisms, terminal lung diseases were observed over time. (Toroğlu & Haytaç, 2001) However, aerosol contamination can be prevented when using masks with appropriate filtration mechanisms.

8. Problem encountered after orthodontic treatment
The formation of white spot lesions (WSL) is a frustrating occurrence after orthodontic treatment. WSLs frequently occur due to lack of effective tooth brushing and cleaning during treatment. To eliminate this problem, the clinicians should provide hygiene control
during treatment sessions. A high incidence at the 5-year follow-up of patients receiving orthodontic treatment was determined. (Øgaard, 1989) Much evidence exists from in vivo and in vitro studies to support the claim that small carious lesions can heal, a process usually referred as remineralization. (Silverstone, 1982; Artun & Thylstrup, 1986; Øgaard & Rolla, 1988) To prevent WSL formation, topical fluoride containing mouth rinse and tooth pastes are recommended for patients and orthodontists may take precaution such as the use of fluoride-releasing adhesive materials and elastics. Daily routine use of casein phosphopeptide-amorphous calcium phosphate (CPP-ACP) containing tooth pastes (Wildshire, 1999; Fraizer & Southard, 1996; Lefevre & Amjaad, 2005; Uysal & Baysal, 2011) or fluoride containing mouth rinses (Gorelick & Geiger, 1982; Jordan, 1998) have been reported to significantly inhibit the formation of WSLs. However during all of these applications, the effective use has vital importance.

Microorganisms such as Streptococcus Mutans (SM) in microflora, which penetrate the flat surfaces better and effective in WSL formation leads to an acidic environment due to the digestion of nutrients and increase in the number of microorganisms. This situation increases the formation of decalcification by causing the dissolution of compenents on enamel. (Alves & Alviano, 2008; Başaran & Hamamcı, 2007, Başaran & Başaran, 2006) However the use of chlorhexidine gluconate containing mouth washes significantly impedes the formation of WSL. The use of fluoride releasing elastic ligatures is one of the methods for the prevention of microorganism reproduction in retention areas around the brackets. (Casacria & Gomes, 2007) However, the formation of effective sites for microorganism reproduction due to water absorption over time is a disadvantage of fluoride releasing elastic ligatures. (Li & Hobson, 2007, Başaran & Hamamcı, 2007) If the use of glass-ionomer cement is planned for the bonding of brackets or bands in the posterior region, the use of high fluoride releasing adhesives such as Fuji Orto LC (GC International Corp., Itabashiku,Tokyo, Japan) will affect the incidence of WSL formation. (Marcusson & Norevall, 1997; Pascotto & Novarro, 2004) Another effective method for the prevention of SM is the use of Cervitec vanish. This application leads to a significant decrease in the number of SM between treatment sessions while the bond strength is not negatively effected. (Øgaard & Rolla, 1993; Eronat & Alpöz, 1994)

With technological advances such as the use of prebiotic bacteria, efficiency of harmful bacteria is reduced and and effective protection can be achieved (Çağlar & Sandalli, 2005; Meurman & Antila, 1995)

In patients with WSLs, effective fluoride applications in early period have been reported to inhibit the superficial appearence of demineralized areas. (Ärtun & Thylstrup, 1986)

Another method for WSL treatment is a microabrasion method proposed by Gelgör and Büyükylmaz. (Gelgör & Büyükylmaz, 2003) In this method a custom-made abrasive gel is prepared with 18% hydrochloric acid, fine powdered pumice, and glycerin. The active mixture is applied using an electric toothbrush for 3 to 5 minutes following the isolation of gingiva by block-out resin or rubber dam. (Zacrisson & Büyükylmaz, 2005) For best results, and depending on the severity of lesions, the repetition of the procedure monthly for 2 to 3 times is suggested and in 3-month follow-up period, WSL disappears gradually.

A new method recently came into use in the treatment of WSL is a technique called the micro-invasive infiltration technology (Icon-Etch-DMG, Chemische-Pharma. Fabrik GmbH, Hamburg) (www.drilling-no-thanks.com) The aim of this technique is to delay the drilling or filling in cases which does not require cavitation according to Gorelick’s classification (Stage 2 or 3) but may need drilling due to improper oral hygiene and to preserve the available structure without no harm to the patient. The patients are controlled annually.
9. Conclusion

Today's orthodontists have a vast variety of adhesive and bonding materials. However, contemporary techniques that produce materials with nanotechnology lead to revolutionary developments in orthodontics as in other sciences and as a result of this, more effective materials could be produced. In the future, studies that would be in the area of biocompatible materials with genes would be interest of researchers.
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